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GOOD VIBRATIONS
THE CEO’S PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CREATE AND AMPLIFY ENERGY

By Roselinde Torres, Peter Tollman, Susie Grehl, and Eva Sage-Gavin

Let’s talk about energy—not the 
kind that heats your buildings and 

powers your facilities and servers, but the 
complex and powerful force that shapes 
organizational performance. The way that 
CEOs create, convey, and manage energy 
throughout the organization can mean the 
difference between delivering high perfor-
mance and constantly missing targets. 

By “energy,” we do not mean personality, 
passion, charisma, extroversion, cheerlead-
ing, or any of the other characteristics that 
are mistakenly attributed to it. Energy is 
related to—but different from—strategic 
focus, time management, and personal rit-
uals, such as workouts and scheduled 
downtime. It is less about energetic action 
and more about authenticity, character, dis-
cipline, and communication.

Energy operates as a two-way current that 
travels throughout an organization. Start-
ing with the CEO, it reaches all the way to 
the front line—and even beyond, to out-
side stakeholders—through a series of face-
to-face and increasingly viral transmissions. 

Leaders can use energy to infuse others 
with purpose, to impart meaning, and to 
encourage the pursuit of goals. Energy is 
also the means by which leaders receive 
feedback from both within and outside the 
organization. It is the byproduct of connec-
tivity, preparation, and intent. 

What’s more, energy is a palpable force. “I 
have learned over the last 11 years that the 
energy I brought to any situation was re-
flected and absorbed by the team,” one 
CEO said. “I have become more conscious 
of the power of my energy and more re-
spectful of its effect on other people than I 
was before.”

CEOs who harness energy accelerate value 
creation, while those who deplete energy 
or allow it to dissipate struggle to achieve 
their goals. Managing energy, of course, is 
not just the CEO’s job. But it is especially 
important for the CEO to master the skill. 
CEOs must connect with, influence, and 
mobilize individuals who are often dis-
persed by thousands of miles. They must 
also engender enthusiasm, trust, and confi-
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dence among people who, in this age of so-
cial media, are often more likely to trust 
their peers than their leaders. What’s 
more, CEOs increasingly interact with out-
side stakeholders, where the first impres-
sion is often the only one they get to make. 
There is little opportunity for a do-over. 

But despite the importance of managing 
energy effectively, many leaders have so far 
focused on only part of the task—the sourc-
es of energy rather than its uses. The em-
phasis has been on working with the CEO 
to maintain proper health and wellness 
habits; to set aside time for renewal and re-
charging; and to apply athletic-training 
principles to executive development. These 
aspects of creating and managing energy 
are all important, but they miss the broader 
and more powerful application of energy to 
initiate positive change. “As CEO, there is 
no such thing as throwing a pebble in the 
pond; everything you throw in the pond is a 
boulder,” one top executive told us. 

To understand this critical but misunder-
stood concept, we recently interviewed 50 
current and former CEOs of companies as 
varied as West Coast startups, Fortune 500 
members, and nonprofit organizations. We 
asked them how they generate and trans-
mit energy, as well as how they perceive 
and shape the overall energy levels of their 
organizations. Nearly all of them said that 
managing energy was one of the most criti-
cally important aspects of their jobs. Four 
dimensions of energy emerged from these 
interviews:

 • Energy is contagious. In every interac-
tion, CEOs send out energy. This energy 
can be positive or negative—and it 
doesn’t affect just the immediate 
recipient. Rather it amplifies across the 
organization through word of mouth 
and social media, ultimately rebound-
ing to the CEO. A negative meeting with 
a CEO, or even a misunderstood 
hallway conversation, is rarely self- 
contained. As William Faulkner wrote, 
“The past is never dead. It’s not even 
past.” Social media guarantees that past 
encounters—whether positive or 
negative—now project into the future. 

 • Energy is a force for value creation. 
Positive energy creates employee 
engagement, alignment, and agility. It 
instills self-confidence and a sense of 
purpose within the organization. 
Energy unleashes capacity and im-
proves an organization’s ability to 
execute on strategy by tapping into 
people’s reserves of discretionary effort.

 • Energy is a choreography. Positive 
energy does not just happen. It is 
deliberately designed and generated. 
Many of the CEOs we interviewed 
homed in on the preparation and 
thought that goes into critical meetings, 
conversations, body language, settings, 
and messages that can amplify across 
the organization.

 • Energy needs a gauge. CEOs need to 
understand whether they are transmit-
ting the right level of energy—too much 
can be as damaging as too little—and 
receive feedback about the overall 
quality and level of energy in the 
organization. They also need to recog-
nize when to pause and reflect and 
when to focus outward.

Let’s examine how these four dimensions 
play out in practice.

Energy Is Contagious
Energy is collective, not self-contained: a 
CEO’s energy travels throughout an organi-
zation. Perceptive leaders can both amplify 
their own influence and pick up on the en-
ergy levels within their companies. They 
understand when they need to convey in-
tensity and when they need to be calm, be-
cause putting out too much energy can be 
wasteful and limit the contributions of oth-
ers. They also draw strength from their 
teams and recognize when they need to ad-
just their approach. “I definitely get energy 
from rallying up my team and spending 
time making a human connection, not just 
a work connection,” one CEO said. 

Conversely, displaying too little energy can 
zap an organization of motivation and set 
a negative tone. As one CEO told us, 
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“When you walk into a room and are lethar-
gic, you don’t have the team’s attention.” 

Many CEOs understand their role as “chief 
energy officer” and are deliberate about 
how they play it in individual, small-group, 
and larger town-hall interactions. “You can 
tell a CEO who is actively involved and fo-
cuses on energy. You can tell by their ener-
gy level,” one top leader told us. “Employ-
ees look at everything you say within their 
framework. That’s why CEOs have to be 
careful what they say, how they say it, and 
how they interact with people.”

The term “energy” can imply activity bor-
dering on the hectic, but sometimes CEOs 
amplify energy by presenting a calm de-
meanor, especially during tough times. The 
CEO of a major financial-services firm was 
deliberately calm during the recent global 
financial crisis, as a sign of strength for 
both employees and customers. “You had 
to create positive energy for the people 
around you. But at the same time, you had 
to stay calm. The ability to pull through 
that period separated us from a lot of our 
competitors,” he said. 

Energy Is a Force for Value 
Creation
Energy is not simply a personal trait of the 
CEO. It is a way to create value for the en-
terprise. By harnessing and channeling 
their reserves of personal energy, CEOs can 
create value in four ways.

Encouraging Bolder Moves. CEOs can 
instill confidence in an organization. They 
can help people transition from fearing 
failure to taking prudent risks. “I look for 
opportunities to get the organization 
comfortable in taking risks and not being 
afraid of failures,” said one CEO.

When new CEOs are brought in to lead a 
transformation or a turnaround, energy is a 
key lever to pull—one that can demon-
strate confidence and forward motion. “I 
had to convince the people that, notwith-
standing the threats, if we focused together 
on a new strategy, and we got everybody 
on the team around the world aligned on 

the purpose, we would end up in a positive 
position competitively,” said a CEO who 
was hired shortly before the financial crisis 
to transform a global company. 

Increasing Dynamism and Adaptability. 
CEOs who can channel their energy, stay in 
sync with their organization, and employ 
the right level of energy for the setting can 
create positive momentum. Organizations 
will move faster and with greater certainty. 
They will also have a greater ability to 
correct their course when, as inevitably 
happens, the original strategy needs 
revision. 

The CEO of a company with a skeptical in-
vestor base focused on rallying his people 
around a new strategy. “Within weeks of fo-
cusing this effort, the internal stakeholders 
were more motivated than ever,” he said. 
“They were charged up. They thought about 
how we would harness the strategy.” It took 
longer for investors to recognize that the 
company had latched on to a winning strat-
egy, but they eventually came around, too.

Generating Greater Productivity. Energy is 
closely related to alignment and employee 
engagement, the willingness of employees 
to commit discretionary effort to their jobs. 
When you walk into a high-performance 
organization, you can feel the difference. 
Instead of staring blankly at their screens 
or slouching in meetings, people are 
invigorated. They talk fluently about their 
organization’s mission and strategy, rather 
than (or at least in addition to) the latest 
sports scores and fashion trends. They are 
instilled with purpose; they know what 
they are supposed to be doing and how it 
relates to the tasks of their colleagues. 

The energy that fuels this sort of environ-
ment starts at the top and travels through-
out the organization. The CEO and senior 
leaders create a spark in their direct re-
ports, who then pass it down the line. Em-
ployees are unlikely to go above and be-
yond the call of duty if their top boss has 
not established a connection with them. 
“There’s a part that is visible. I call it 
‘touch.’ You are with an individual or a 
group, and you can feel the engagement. 
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You transfer the energy. I think it’s a viscer-
al experience,” a CEO said. 

Expanding Organizational Capacity. Energy 
can unlock latent capacity in an organiza-
tion by creating a sense of urgency and 
expectation and by providing a laser-like 
focus on the most critical initiatives. 
Complexity and inertia start to fall away 
when employees are energized by a com-
mon purpose. “One of the primary respon-
sibilities I have as CEO is to create a posi-
tive energy environment. Momentum and 
energy are related to having people moti-
vated to achieve results,” one CEO told us.

Energy Is a Choreography
Energy is not an inherent trait. To be sure, 
some individuals exude energy naturally, 
but that does not necessarily mean that 
they convey energy to members of their or-
ganization more effectively. Like other CEO 
skills, energy management can be prac-
ticed and perfected. 

To thine own self be true. CEOs have their 
own preferences about how and when they 
like to interact. One-on-one meetings—or 
conversely, large town halls—are draining 
for some CEOs but energizing for others. 
The same holds true for when—morning or 
afternoon—meetings are held. While some 
types of interactions and time slots simply 
can’t be avoided, CEOs should actively 
manage their calendars to increase their 
effectiveness. As one top leader told us, 
“There are people who are better one-on-
one than in a big group. If it’s not you, don’t 
go out there and give charismatic speeches. 
You need to play to your strengths. You are 
always better when you are playing true to 
the integrity of who you are.”

Here are some practical suggestions that 
CEOs use to manage their personal as well 
as their organization’s energy.

 • Review your calendar to identify 
energy-draining and energy-renewing 
activities. One former CEO conducted 
regular “energy audits” of his calendar 
to assess “give energy” and “take 
energy” meetings. Another former CEO 

said, “It’s a pretty good way to keep 
your balance. Are you scheduling 
enough of the energy meetings that you 
want to have, with people you want to 
meet with?” 

 • Stay curious. Several CEOs mentioned 
the role of curiosity in refueling and as 
an antidote to the routine of the job. As 
one top executive said, “Curiosity is a 
verb. Our business requires stimulation 
and newness.” This CEO actually sets 
aside time to explore new places and 
ideas.

 • Establish limits, especially when 
traveling. Several CEOs talked about 
how draining it can be to hold numer-
ous back-to-back meetings. “You don’t 
want to line up four or five stressful 
events in a row, if you can avoid it,” a 
former CEO said. A number of CEOs 
who told us that they were natural 
introverts said that they consciously 
manage their calendars so they do not 
need to be “on” for long stretches of 
time. “I have rules. No breakfasts before 
8:00 am. This is so I can get up, work 
out, run through my e-mails—and then 
I can rock and roll,” a CEO said. “No 
late nights, no late parties. I must be 
back before 9:30 pm. If I am traveling 
for a week, I want one night to myself.” 

 • Plan meetings to maximize energy 
output. Several CEOs who consider 
themselves “morning people” said that 
they try to hold critical meetings before 
lunch. One company has tried to 
schedule most meetings for Mondays so 
that employees can focus on their work 
the rest of the week. “It created positive 
energy. People felt that their time was 
not being consumed by meetings,” the 
CEO said. “Collapsing meetings into one 
day is energy efficient.” Other CEOs try 
to hold meetings in locations that 
facilitate energy exchange, such as at 
business units rather than in the 
executive suite, or they set up the room 
in a way that facilitates open communi-
cation. At town halls, one CEO arranges 
the room in a circle. “I stand in the 
center so people are looking at one 
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another,” he said. “It says, ‘I’m not here 
to speak to you.’ It’s about engaging 
with one another. It’s not about talking 
down from a podium.” 

Practice, practice, practice. Successful 
CEOs leave nothing to chance when they 
participate in meetings or interactions that 
can create positive energy, such as town 
halls or investor presentations. “Stress is 
the eater of energy. Nothing relieves stress 
more than preparation. For an analyst 
meeting, you want to deliver three or four 
message points and to understand what is 
on people’s minds,” a former CEO told us. 

“When I am deliberately prepared, I have 
the ability to channel the right amount of 
energy,” a CEO said. “As a CEO, if you’re 
not on top of your game at all important 
meetings, you will not extract the right val-
ue from the event.”

Many CEOs try to ration their energy in 
proportion to the importance and complex-
ity of a particular activity. “I use the most 
energy prepping for my board meetings. I 
want to be ready for whatever questions 
they have,” a CEO said.  

Slay the energy vampires. All organizations 
have some people who simply suck the 
energy out of a room. They are the con-
stant naysayers, and they need to be 
eliminated. They zap not just the CEO’s 
energy but the energy of everyone who 
crosses their path. “If you have people in 
your orbit who are energy vampires, you 
need to move them on,” one CEO said. 

Energy vampires are different from skep-
tics, who are on board with the mission but 
have legitimate questions. Skeptics can ac-
tually be powerful forces of energy once 
their questions have been answered and 
they buy in. As the same CEO said, “That’s 
not to say that if someone disagrees with 
you, you get them out of your orbit—that’s 
very dangerous.”

Energy Needs to be Gauged
In a world of social-media chatter, CEOs 
need to know how their people and out-

side stakeholders view their words, actions, 
and demeanor. In an always-on world, they 
also need to know when to step back and 
protect their time. In other words, they 
need one gauge to measure the external 
perception of the energy they’re creating 
within their organizations and another to 
measure their internal energy. They also 
need to be constantly vigilant for situations 
that drain energy, such as when a capable 
executive is in the wrong job or when proj-
ects and initiatives proliferate and outrun 
organizational capacity.

Developing a gauge for external percep-
tions can be challenging. Given the increas-
ing importance of every interaction, CEOs 
need to create their own internal gyroscope 
and intuition to gain instant feedback by 
reading facial expressions, body language, 
the nature of the questions that are asked, 
and other signals. As one CEO said, “I think 
your actions as a CEO have more unintend-
ed consequences than most CEOs realize, 
both good and bad. You ask a question, 
and the next thing you know there are ten 
people running off doing things. And I 
didn’t mean for them to do anything, I just 
wanted to ask a question.” Many CEOs rely 
on an informal cabinet or other trusted ad-
visors, but such people cannot provide real- 
time feedback.

Most CEOs we interviewed said that they 
have a conscious handle on their internal 
energy. They create rituals and habits—
such as exercise, spending time with family, 
prayer, and reading—to recharge. These 
practices help them to cultivate a measure 
of balance in their lives and to develop per-
spectives that are not singularly focused on 
work.

One CEO has learned to become aware of 
when his energy is sagging. “There are ab-
solutely times when I don’t have energy to 
give to the whole team and have become 
too directive and intense,” he said. “It 
means that other ways of doing things are 
not heard. If the CEO speaks first and too 
forcefully, it can change the outcome.” 

Successful CEOs realize that they cannot al-
ways be on, transmitting energy 24-7. “In 
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every day, there are probably only 200 min-
utes that really matter,” explained one CEO. 
Therefore, they identify the moments that 
really matter and channel their energy ac-
cordingly. “I try not to get too worked up 
about too many things. It’s about not being 
intense every moment. When the right mo-
ments come, you can really spot them and 
dig in,” he added. Others have mastered the 
ability to compartmentalize. They limit the 
effects of both energy-draining interactions 
and personal events.

Skills for managing energy are not 
easy to acquire. But they are increasing-

ly as critical to the success of CEOs as are 
the abilities to raise capital, close an M&A 
deal, or launch a new strategy. The most 
successful CEOs are aware of the ebb and 
flow of energy within themselves and their 
organizations, and they consciously seek to 
manage it through perception, practice, 
and policies. As one CEO said, “Energy 
plays an important role in bringing your 
best self forward.”
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